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The events of March 2021, during which the Golden Class container ship MV Ever Given ran aground and subsequently blocked transit through the Suez Canal, has brought international attention to the history and significance of this saltwater highway and, more broadly, the importance of global maritime supply routes.

The Suez Canal is an artificial waterway in Egypt cutting across the Isthmus of Suez to connect the Mediterranean Sea and Red Sea. The canal is 193 kilometres in length with a transit time of 13–15 hours. To put this into perspective for the average Australian motorist, that is the same distance as driving from Sydney CBD to Goulburn. The canal is a key transit point for the movement of goods between Asia, Europe and North America, with ships carrying anything from crude oil and gas to livestock and luxury cars. In the year 2019, 18,880 vessels passed through the canal – an average of 51 vessels per day – representing around 12 percent of total global shipping.

The History of the Suez Canal

The origins of the Suez Canal can be traced back to canal building during the pharaonic period. Egypt’s first canal is thought to have been built under the reign of Senusret III (c.1874 BC). This canal, which linked the Red Sea and Mediterranean Sea via the Nile River, was variously abandoned, reopened and expanded by Sity I (1310 BC), Necho II (610 BC), King Darius (522 BC), Ptolemy II (285 BC), Emperor Trajan (117 AD) and Amro Ibn Elass (640 AD).

The first efforts to build a modern canal on the Isthmus of Suez are credited to Napoleon Bonaparte during his campaign in Egypt and Syria (1798–1801). His hope was to create trade problems for the English, forcing them either to pay the French to use the canal or continue with the slower route of sending goods overland or around the Cape of Good Hope. The Suez project began in 1799, however, its feasibility was thrown into doubt following an incorrect calculation by cartographers and engineers that the Red Sea was 30-feet higher than the Mediterranean. Upon the advice that the creation of the canal would lead to the flooding of the Nile Delta, Napoleon abandoned the project.

It was not until 1847 that this error was amended, when members of the French intellectual movement Saint-Simonians reviewed the Suez project and provided a new feasibility report. In 1854, that report encouraged former French diplomat and engineer Vicomte Ferdinand Marie de Lesseps to seek out an agreement with the Egyptian viceroy for the construction of the Suez Canal. Four years later, the concessionary firm Universal Company of the Maritime Suez Canal (Suez Canal Company) was formed with the authority to cut and operate a canal for 99 years, after which time ownership of the canal would be handed over to the Egyptian government. Construction commenced the following year, but proved slow and expensive – both financially and in terms of labour force attrition, with tens of thousands of workers dying during the construction phase.


thousands of Egyptian labourers estimated to have died while working on the project.\(^3\)

On 17 November 1869 (four years behind schedule), the canal was opened for international navigation. The canal, Valeska Huber observes, “developed into a thoroughfare carrying not only information and goods but also individuals and their ideas”, ultimately facilitating globalisation and the continued colonisation of Africa by European powers.\(^4\) The canal became one of the most important pieces of infrastructure in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and, today, it remains an artery of world trade.

**Tension, War and Disruption**

In the more than 150 years since the Suez Canal was opened, it has been a site of colonial and postcolonial struggle.

On 26 July 1956, Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser announced the nationalisation of the Suez Canal and the immediate seizure of control from the Suez Canal Company. Egyptian forces occupied the canal, the Suez Canal Company assets were frozen, and the canal was closed to some foreign shipping. At this point, British and French private nationals made up the majority shareholders of the Suez Canal Company and it was in the interests of those two nations to maintain private ownership and unrestricted access to the canal. The French and British governments conspired with Israel to regain control of the canal. When Israel invaded Egypt in October, France and Britain deployed their own military forces under the thinly veiled guise of a mediation force. Against the advice of his Minister for External Affairs, Australian Prime Minister Robert Menzies supported the military intervention in Egypt.\(^5\) However, Australia was one of only a handful of supporters, with the UN Security Council demanding the withdrawal of forces and the US threatening to block Britain’s access to assistance from the International Monetary Fund so long as it remained in Egypt. Facing a financial crisis, damaged international prestige and protests at home, Britain was forced to withdraw.\(^6\)

Smoke rises over the Suez Canal following the initial Anglo-French assault during the Suez Crisis. Image courtesy of Imperial War Museums, MH 23509.

In 1967, the canal was again in the public eye during the Six-Day War between Egypt and Israel. On 5 June, as Israeli forces crossed into Egypt and moved to take control of the east bank of the Suez Canal, President Nasser closed the canal, blocking each end with sea mines and scuttling ships to further prevent transit. A ceasefire was reached within a week, however, diplomatic tensions remained and the canal was not reopened until 1975 following Israeli-Egyptian peace negotiations.\(^7\)

---


closure, international shipping routes were forced to take the much longer route around the Cape of Good Hope adding an additional 4600 nautical miles to a one-way voyage. Scarcely surprisingly, the operating costs for international shipping increased sharply.8

Fifteen cargo ships were caught in the Suez Canal when it closed in 1967, forced to remain there for eight years. By 1975, the engines in all but two of the ships had seized, with the remaining ships having to be towed out of the canal.

**MV Ever Given** and the Maritime Shipping Ecosystem

The enduring significance of the Suez Canal to global maritime supply chains was brought into sharp relief on the morning of 23 March 2021 (local time) when, amid high winds and a dust storm, the Panama-flagged, Taiwanese operated container ship Ever Given ran aground. The 400 metre long vessel became wedged diagonally in a single-lane stretch of the canal, bringing shipping to a standstill. The ship was eventually refloated after a week of intensive excavation involving the dredging and removal of 30,000 cubic metres of sand and with the aid of thirteen tugboats.9

虽然运河现已恢复运营，但Ever Given造成的僵局是一个昂贵的问题，对全球贸易产生了回声。海路运输是全球经济和最有效率的运输方式，几乎90%的世界贸易通过海运进行。10

MV Ever Given, one of the largest container ships in the world, ran aground in the Suez Canal. Image courtesy Suez Canal Authority.

Although the canal is once again operational, the impasse caused by Ever Given proved an expensive one and there are reverberating disruptions to global trade.

Sea transport is the most economic and efficient means for the movement of international trade, with almost 90 percent of world trade traveling by sea.10 More than 420 vessels were brought to a standstill on either end of the canal during the obstruction, with an estimated cost to global trade of $9.6 billion per day.11 These delays have impacts on supply chains beyond the cargo on board stranded ships. There are only so many containers in the world, and these are routinely filled, shipped, emptied and refilled as they travel from port to port. When ships are stranded, there is the second order effect of tying up the containers needed to maintain this cycle. Port congestion in the days following the refloating of

---

Ever Given also slowed traffic flows and some vessels were rerouted to avoid the Suez Canal. The cumulative effect is longer transit times, disrupted supply chains and assembly lines, and, ultimately, higher costs for consumers. That such a level of disruption can emanate from a relatively short capacity point blockage calls attention to the complex and finely balanced ecosystem of maritime shipping.

The immense task of refloating Ever Given. Image courtesy Suez Canal Authority.

With more than 65 per cent of Australia’s two-way trade centred in East, South and Southeast Asian markets, the blockage of the Suez Canal has had only minor direct implications for the nation. However, Australia is one of the largest minerals, fuels and agricultural exporters in the world and the value of its annual exports by sea is in excess of $252 billion. The nation’s economy and the wellbeing of all Australians is materially linked to open and secure sea lines of communication (SLOC).

The Ever Given incident has underscored a number of key tenants in maritime thinking. Firstly, the incident has highlighted how developments at sea shape activities and experiences ashore. Secondly, maritime activities are complex and it does not necessarily take conflict to disrupt them.

With this in mind, it is attendant upon the Royal Australian Navy and maritime strategists to continue prioritising secure SLOC, considering how the individual and cooperative actions of navies – such as routing, escort and screening operations – can prevent and alleviate interference to the free movement of shipping.

HMAS Anzac transiting the Suez Canal en route to Centenary of Anzac commemorations at Gallipoli.
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